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Introduction
This document consists of all the new features, the upgrades and the known issues for release 4.3.
Although all functionalities have been rigorously tested, please share unlisted items in Test Monitor. This process
lists the unknown issue for future release. If you read about any features that are not available in your standard
SFS360 platform configuration, please contact your SFS account manager so these configuration settings can be
explored.

New features
1. 2782 - PNR should not be limited to 6 characters for all airlines. Now configurable by Stranded Flight
Solutions.
2. 2574 - Hotel details Reports. Airlines have the possibility to generate reports on a specific hotel. This is
possible for the Service passenger report, rooms purchased report and rooms assigned report.
3. 2213 - Invoice details to be known by the hotels, so needed for registration, therefore SFS360 has more
options and is more flexible to set up different invoicing/billing routes.
4. 2787 - add name variables throughout language and texts. <pax_first_name> and <pax_last_name>
placeholders are processed throughout the languages & texts feature.
5. 3055 -Printing Taxi Voucher on boarding card <1 km. Book a taxi for a hotel that is < 1 km from the
airport, we should be able to issue a taxi because even if the hotel is not far away some passenger is not
able to walk that distance (and the taxi service was added for a reason)
6. 2887 - Flight number to long can be entered. Better validations on flight number entry on the add
passenger manually page.
7. 2886 - More options for self-service URL expiry for PAX on a flight (departing yesterday) with irreg
reason DLY1. There are more configuration options for the expiry of a URL that is given to a passenger
8. 2929 – There have been made improvements on the automatic communication feature. Better back end
configuration options and improvements in logic
9. 3249 - add customer manually - irreg reasons. Validation and design changes have been made to
improve the page look & feel an UX of the add passenger manually page. Therefore, also created better
configuration page in the back end
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Upgraded features
1. 2764 - Wrong distance from airport to hotel is 0.00 km on the self-service webpage. The distance from
airport to hotel as page search is shown
2. 1873 - Photo viewer on the Hotels details page is improved so photos are scaled correctly
3. 2759 - Passenger detail page language dropdown is sorted on a-z
4. 1906 - Subject and sender name in the messages section on mobile page is improved.
5. 2682 - Open blocks reminder email from backend feature is corrected.
This email is sent as a reminder to a hotel when a block stays OPEN
6. 2827 - possible to change hotel address
7. 2705 - BUG I96 it seems that we cannot upload images to all hotels, so improvements are made in the
SFS360 back end
8. 2457 - Improvements on printing credit cards
9. 2825 - Issue with max price for taxi is fixed
10. 2826 - 2826 Taxi no validity date on the A4 printed voucher improvements
11. 2766 - warning message should appear when leaving group mode. Improvements on interaction
12. 2578 - Improvements on hotel information
13. 2862 - Bug fix regarding XML / PDF report
14. 2866 - Webservice hotels import improvements
15. 2206 - Better interaction when pictures that are uploaded by hotels are to large
16. 0836 - Improvements on meal plans when bookings are made for two
17. 2211 - Contracted rates for hotels can be insert for a longer period of time (more than 1 month)
18. 3238 - SAP XML issue with comma in number for high amount 1,000.00 in the "rooms not used" PO and
invoice
19. 3233 - Issue voucher for taxi error fix
20. 3244 - Import passengers Amadeus issue. This issue can cause because of processing large data when
importing and cause the time out error so the processing was not completed, more logging
21. 3114 - Reporting JSON version improvements for report service passenger and report rooms purchased
22. 3117 - Print block code on transportation voucher
23. 3245 - Improvements on reload function
24. 3211 - Data sync issue fixed
25. 3118 - Time zone calculation bug fixed
26. 3057 - Add / Update Hotel cannot save "Short description of the hotel"
27. 3248 - Sort order on the hotel search page. Added an option to sort by estimated costs
28. 2763 - Improvement on All Airports selection at the top of the page gave an issue and resulted in a
broken page
29. 3212 - Improvements on hotel dashboard
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30. 3054 - Shuttle service not shown in hotel list. Added information on the hotel list and the hotel detail
page
31. 3058 - Yesterdays flight customer was not shown on dashboard
32. 3052 - Taxi voucher for 2 passengers (staying in a double room) printed on boarding card
33. 2761 - Self-service: hotel description should always show English (default language)
34. 3076 - BUG Issue voucher for UNMR and YOUNG. Not send communication to UMNR or YOUNG
passengers, and screen updates
35. 3050 - Select passenger page irreg reason was showing twice
36. 3357 - Hotel List - Sort List by distance
37. 3053 - ‘Print on boarding pass' button should change to 'reprint on boarding pass'

Known issues
1. At the bottom of the hotel dashboard the admin can invite hotels to upload rooms. When a hotel is
invited for the first time this day the current message is “invitation successful”. When inviting the hotel
again the message is “you already invited this hotel”.

GDPR
No GDPR issues reported or changed
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